
Vehicles D6 / Ubrikkian Industries Luxury-class sail barge

Name: Ubrikkian Industries Luxury-class sail barge

Type: Sail Barge 

Scale: Walker

Length: 30 Meters

Skill: Repulsorlift Operation; Sail Barge

Crew: 26; Skeleton 2/+15

Passengers: 500

Cargo Capacity: 2000 Metric Tons

Cover: Full

Altitude Range: Ground level-10m

Maneuverability: 1D

Move: 35, 100 kmh

Body Strength: 3D

Weapons:

            1 Deck Blaster Cannon

                        Fire Arc: Turret

                        Scale: Speeder

                        Skill: Vehicle Blasters

                        Fire Control: 1D

                        Range: 50-300/800/1.5km

                        Damage: 4D

Description: The Luxury-class sail barge was a large repulsorlift sail barge produced by Ubrikkian

Industries during the time of the Galactic Empire.

The Luxury-class sail barge had a top speed of one hundred kilometers per hour over a variety of

relatively flat terrain, including water or sand, or a speed of thirty kilometers per hour relying solely on its

large sails for propulsion. The primary propulsion system was generally a three-chambered repulsorlift

engine. A pair of decorate steering vanes at the stern of the vessel provided the vessel with its

maneuvering capabilities. The entire vessel was powered by a series of batteries and power cells at the

forward part of the vessel.

It required a crew of twenty-six to fly, and could handle up to five hundred passengers and two thousand

metric tons of cargo. In order to keep the vessel cool, an air conditioning unit was installed.

Sail barges were commonly popular amongst Hutt crime lords, since the vessels allowed them to travel in

style along with their retinue. Jabba Desilijic Tiure owned a modified, armed version of the Ubrikkian

barge, named Khetanna. This vessel was destroyed by its own deck-mounted blaster cannon, fired by

Luke Skywalker, during the rescue of Han Solo at the Battle of the Great Pit of Carkoon on Tatooine. 
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